We explore a new way to evaluate generative models using insights from evaluation of competitive games between human players. We show experimentally that tournaments between generators and discriminators provide an effective way to evaluate generative models. We introduce two methods for summarizing tournament outcomes: tournament win rate and skill rating. Evaluations are useful in different contexts, including monitoring the progress of a single model as it learns during the training process, and comparing the capabilities of two different fully trained models. We show that a tournament consisting of a single model playing against past and future versions of itself produces a useful measure of training progress. A tournament containing multiple separate models (using different seeds, hyperparameters, and architectures) provides a useful relative comparison between different trained GANs. Tournament-based rating methods are conceptually distinct from numerous previous categories of approaches to evaluation of generative models, and have complementary advantages and disadvantages.
Introduction
Evaluation of generative models is a difficult task. Many conceptually different approaches have been explored, each with significant disadvantages. See Theis et al. [2016] and Borji [2018] for an overview of these approaches and demonstrations of their shortcomings.
We propose a new framework for evaluating generative models via an adversarial process, in which many models compete in a tournament. We leverage evaluation methodologies developed previously for the evaluation of human competitors to quantify performance in such tournaments.
In games such as chess or tennis, skill rating systems such as Elo [Elo, 1978] or Glicko2 [Glickman, 2013] evaluate players by observing a record of wins and losses of multiple players and inferring the value of a latent, unobserved skill variable for each player that explains the records of wins and losses. Similarly, we frame the evaluation of generative models as a latent skill estimation problem by constructing multiplayer tournaments that generalize the two-player distinguishability game used by noise contrastive estimation (NCE) and generative adversarial networks (GANs) [Gutmann and Hyvarinen, 2010 , Goodfellow, 2014 and estimating the latent skill of generative models that participate in these tournaments. Each player in a tournament is either a discriminator that attempts to distinguish between real and fake data or a generator that attempts to fool the discriminators into accepting fake data as real. While the framework was designed primarily with GANs in mind, we can estimate the skill of any model capable of playing one of these roles. For example, any model capable of generating samples can participate as a generator, such as an explicit density model. We introduce two methods for summarizing tournament outcomes (see Section 3):
1. Tournament win rate: each generator's average rate of successfully fooling the set of discriminators in the tournament (Section 3.1) 2. Skill rating, in which a skill rating system (such as the Elo score commonly used for chess rankings, or a related system such as Glicko2) is applied to the tournament outcomes to produce a skill rating for each generator (Section 3.2).
We show experimentally that tournament results provide an effective way to evaluate generative models. First, we show that a within-trajectory tournament -between snapshots of a single GAN's own discriminator and generator at successive iterations throughout training -provides a useful measure of training progress, even without access to generators or discriminators other than the one being trained (Section 4.1). Second, we show that a more general tournament -between generator and discriminator snapshots from GANs with different seeds, hyperparameters, and architecturesprovides a useful relative comparison between different trained GANs (Section 4.2).
In Section 2 we place place our work in the larger context of evaluation systems for generative models, and elaborate on the strengths and limitations of our method compared to others. In Section 4.1 we provide preliminary evidence that our method is applicable to datasets that are not well-represented by a standardized image embedding, such as unlabeled datasets or modalities other than natural images. We also show that using skill rating systems to summarize tournaments makes it possible to skill rate all n players in a tournament without needing to run n 2 matches. In Section 4.2 we show that GAN discriminators can successfully judge samples from generators they have not trained against, including other GAN generators and other types of generative models. In Section 4.3 we show that our method can be applied even in settings where the generator is nearly perfect.
Context and Related Work
Accurate evaluation of generative models is necessary to guide research efforts to improve these models. However, it is both conceptually difficult to specify what we want from a generative model in quantitative terms and computationally difficult to compute the value of many evaluation metrics. Our tournament-based metrics are computationally tractable and are conceptually distinct from existing approaches to evaluation, offering a complementary set of advantages and disadvantages.
One common metric is to report the log-likelihood log p model (x) that a model assigns to test data points x, or to estimate the likelihood using samples [Breuleux et al., 2010] . These approaches have numerous practical limitations, which have been described by Theis et al. [2016] and others.
The most common alternative to likelihood is to evaluate some notion of sample quality. One example of this approach is to report assessments by human raters [Denton et al., 2015 , Salimans et al., 2016 . However, this process can yield results that are not reproducible, since different populations of human raters make different judgments. For example, Salimans et al. [2016] found that deep learning researcher Alec Radford had nearly perfect ability to detect GAN samples, even though the same samples fooled many Mechanical Turk workers. Additionally, different subpopulations of crowdworkers will accept different tasks depending on the task structure and pay, and the community reputation of the requester [Silberman et al., 2015] .
Many other approaches to sample quality rating are ad hoc methods of assessing highly specific problems with generative models. For example, Inception Score assesses the ability of a model to generate a wide variety of recognizable classes [Salimans et al., 2016] but ignores all other aspects of the generated samples. Some other metrics focus on the diversity of samples generated by the model [Arora et al., 2018 , Santurkar et al., 2018 . Another approach to evaluation is to use a generative model as a component in an end-to-end system and evaluate performance of the system as a whole. For example, Salimans et al. [2016] use GAN samples to train semi-supervised classifiers, and use accuracy in the classification task as a metric. Finally, another category of metrics is based on moment matching, measuring the difference in statistics between real data and generated data. The main example of this in use today is Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [Heusel et al., 2017] . Moment matching methods must specify which statistics to collect and how to measure the distance between them; FID uses the mean and covariance of the last-layer features of an Inception-v3 network [Szegedy et al., 2015] and measures the Fréchet distance between the Gaussian distributions defined by these means and covariances. The main conceptual downside to moment matching methods is that they depend on the choice of moments; Inception provides a good feature space for images but it is not clear that similar feature spaces are readily available for other kinds of data that have not benefited from large labeled datasets and years of intense study.
To this set of conceptual approaches, we introduce skill rating, based on the principle of estimating latent skill in games of producing and detecting fakes. Skill rating systems such as Elo [Elo, 1978] and TrueSkill [Herbrich et al., 2007] have been applied in the evaluation of game-playing systems [Silver et al., 2016 , OpenAI, 2017 , but to our knowledge ours is the first application to generative models.
Our approach complements likelihood because it is computationally tractable and defined for generator models that offer no density function. Our approach can compare models that use different input or output formats (such as continuous versus discrete representations of image pixels), because reformatting the data does not require an adjustment to the score. Our approach is more reproducible than human evaluation and captures more aspects of the data than ad hoc methods aimed at measuring single properties such as sample diversity. Finally, our method is more adaptable than moment matching approaches, because it does not require the experimenter to specify a fixed feature set; players in the tournament can learn to attend to any features that are useful to win. Some downsides to our approach include that it provides a relative rather than absolute score of a model's ability, that tournaments among many types of models involve greater software complexity than other metrics, and that reproducing scores requires reproducing the population of models used in the tournament. We provide evidence that GAN discriminators can successfully judge samples from generators other than the one they trained against; however, this is an empirical claim that our method works in practice, and we do not attempt a theoretical explanation for when and why out-of-distribution discrimination should be expected to work. (See Section 4.3 for an exploration of our method's behavior when the generator has trained to near-perfect performance). Finally, the specific format of tournament we used in this paper involves games played over single samples, so generators that suffer from low diversity can perform well in our tournaments, but this could be resolved in future work by developing tournaments that involve games played at the batch level.
The most closely-related metric to our tournament-based approach are the generative adversarial metric (GAM) [Im et al., 2016] , and the generative multi-adversarial metric (GMAM) [Durugkar et al., 2017] which is an extension to generators whose training process involved multiple discriminator networks. GAM involves a competition between two generators and two discriminators. GAM requires both discriminators to have roughly equal performance on a fixed test set, otherwise the match is declared a tie (eq 11). GAM declares which of two generators is better, but does not assign a numeric rating comparable across many different models. GAM is able to assess non-GAN generators. Our approach involves tournaments potentially much larger than two models. We do not require discriminators to have roughly equal skill in any way; we are able to rank the skill of both generator and discriminator players by observing the outcome of many different matches. We assign quantitative scores that allow many different models to be compared with the same scoring system, not just a determination that one model is better than one other model. Overall, we believe that our new conceptual approach of latent skill estimation holds promise as a complementary evaluation technique.
Methods

Tournament win rate
A tournament between a set of generators G and a set of discriminators D consists of a series of one-on-one matches between one generator and one discriminator. We first describe a round-robin tournament, in which every pair in the Cartesian product of the two sets participates in a match.
To determine the outcome of a match between discriminator D and generator G, the discriminator D judges two batches: one batch of samples from generator G, and one batch of real data. Every sample x that is not judged correctly by the discriminator (e.g. D(x) ≥ 0.5 for the generated data or D(x) ≤ 0.5 for the real data) counts as a win for the generator and is used to compute its win rate. (Section 3.2 elaborates on why we chose to include a batch of real data). A match win rate of 0.5 for G means that D's performance against G is no better than random chance. The tournament win rate for generator G is computed as its average win rate over all discriminators in D. Tournament win rates are interpretable only within the context of the tournament they were produced from, and cannot be directly compared with those from other tournaments. Figure 1a -right compares tournament summary measures to SVHN classifier score. Tournament win rate in this figure is the column-wise average of the pixel values in the heatmap. (Note that the classifier score at i=0 is lower than 4.0, which obscures the alignment between the rest of the curves when plotted on the same axis, so we omit it.) In the lower half of the figure: Figure 1b shows the same data but with matchups from far-apart iterations omitted, shown as grey pixels in Figure 1b -left. Figure 1b -right shows that skill rating continues to track the improvement of the model, even though some of the most informative battles (between early generators and later discriminators, in the top left) have been omitted. whereas the tournament win rate is no longer informative.
Skill rating
Tournament win rate is simple to compute, and can be adequate for many purposes. However, its primary drawback is that each match carries equal weight. This can be undesirable if some of the matches contain redundant information, or if generators are not matched up against a balanced collection of both weak and strong discriminators. We introduce the idea of using a skill rating system to summarize tournament outcomes in a way that takes into account the amount of new information each match provides. A skill rating system is a method for assigning a numerical skill to players in a player-vs-player game, given a win-loss record of games played. Higher ratings indicate higher player skill. Although skill rating systems are usually applied to symmetrical games, there is no restriction against the graph of matches being bipartite, so they can also be applied to asymmetrical games -here, generators versus discriminators. Skill rating, like win rate, is comparable only in the context of a specific tournament.
Throughout this paper, we use the Glicko2 system [Glickman, 2013] . To summarize briefly: each player's skill rating is represented as a Gaussian distribution, with a mean and standard deviation, representing the current state of the evidence about their "true" skill rating. Because we use frozen snapshots of machine learning models, we disabled an irrelevant feature of Glicko2 that increases uncertainty about a human player's skill when they have not participated in a match for some time.
Both generators and discriminators are "players" in the game, and so although we only report the skill ratings of the generators in this work, the discriminators are also assigned a skill which is used in the overall computation: beating a "stronger" discriminator is evidence of higher generator skill. Including real data in the evaluation, as we describe in Section 3.1, ensures that discriminators cannot be assigned the highest possible skill by outputting "fake" indiscriminately.
Results
Within-trajectory tournaments to monitor GAN training
One common use case of an evaluation method is to make sure the algorithm is successfully making progress as it trains. We demonstrate that tournament outcomes from snapshots from a single learning trajectory can be used to validate that generators later in the experiment are indeed stronger than generators earlier in the experiment, even without access to discriminators from other experiments.
We run a tournament between 20 saved checkpoints of discriminators and generators from the same training run of a DCGAN [Radford et al., 2015] trained on SVHN [Netzer et al., 2011] . (we use the identifier 1 to refer to this model). We use an evaluation batch size of 64. We include slightly more checkpoints from earlier iterations. Figure 1 (a) shows the raw tournament outcomes from the withintrajectory tournament, alongside the same tournament outcomes summarized using tournament win rate and skill rating (Sections 3.1 and 3.2), as well as SVHN classifier score [Salimans et al., 2016] 1 and SVHN Fréchet distance [Heusel et al., 2017] 2 computed from 10,000 samples, for comparison. We observe that tournament win rate and skill rating both provide a comparable measure of training progress to SVHN classifier score.
Skill rating allows for running fewer battles. Running all pairwise matchups between generators and discriminators might become prohibitively expensive as the number of checkpoints becomes large. Skill rating allows fewer matches to be run -note that worldwide rankings in chess do not require every chess player in the world to compete with every other [Glickman, 1995] . Figure 1 (b) provides a proof-of-concept demonstration that skill rating allows battles to be omitted for efficiency. We run the same within-trajectory tournament as in Figure 1 (a), but we omit matchups between checkpoints from far-apart iterations. Although tournament win rate performs poorly on this set of matches, skill rating has no difficulty rating the generators despite the imbalanced opponent pool. A full exploration of how match omission trades off against rating accuracy remains an open question for future work. Note that our experiments throughout this paper use between 20-60 discriminators for the skill rating calculation, and so omitting any one discriminator does not substantially impact the outcomes, whereas in smaller tournaments a single discriminator's inclusion or omission may be more likely to have a large effect.
Tournament-based evaluation succeeds in unexplored domains. Here we show preliminary evidence that tournament-based evaluation succeeds in domains that are poorly-represented by standard image embeddings. Methods such as Inception Score and Fréchet Inception Distance have been widely adopted in the evaluation of generative models for natural images. The main downside of these methods is that they depend on a good feature space, which may not be readily available for other kinds of data (see Section 2 for more context and comparison). As a proof-of-concept for an unexplored domain in which a standard feature space is not available, we evaluate a GAN trained on 70,000 hand-drawn images of apples from the QuickDraw [Ha and Eck, 2017] dataset. Although we represent the drawings as images rather than strokes, they are not "natural" images (i.e. photographs of the physical world). We compare within-trajectory skill rating to evaluation methods that use a natural image embedding space from an unrelated dataset (SVHN). Figure 2 shows that, subjectively, sample quality increases consistently with more iterations. SVHN Classifier score is a poor judge of quality for these samples. Fréchet distance is a better fit, but saturates at iteration 1300 whereas sample quality continues improving. Of these three methods, within-trajectory skill rating is the best fit, providing preliminary evidence that skill rating can succeed in unexplored domains.
Figure 2: Within-trajectory skill rating applied to drawings of apples. We evaluate a DCGAN trained on drawings of apples from the QuickDraw dataset. From left to right, subjective sample quality improves with more iterations. SVHN Classifier score is a poor judge of quality for these samples, rating iteration 0 the highest, and providing choppy but broadly worsening ratings thereafter. SVHN Fréchet distance is a better fit, rating sample quality as steadily increasing until iteration 1300; however, it saturates at this point, whereas subjective sample quality continues increasing. (Note the inverted y-axis on the Fréchet distance plot, such that lower distance (better quality) is plotted higher on the plot). Within-trajectory skill rating continues improving beyond iteration 1300.
Tournaments to compare GANs
Here we present the results of using a larger tournament to comparatively evaluate different trained GANs. We demonstrate that the resulting rankings anecdotally correlate with human perceptual preferences.
We construct a tournament from saved snapshots from six SVHN GANs that differ slightly from one another, including different loss functions and architectures. We consider both helpful and harmful variations, to demonstrate that our evaluation method can tell which modifications are improvements and which are not. We want to emphasize that we are evaluating specific trained models, rather than general approaches. Our evaluation method is not intended to capture the best possible performance of an algorithm after all tuning has been completed. In order to discourage an interpretation that we are comparing general algorithms, we refer to these models by short identifiers, rather than a description of the training algorithm. The details of the algorithms are presented in Appendix D.1.
Experiment 1 is an ordinary DCGAN, using the architecture, loss function, and hyperparameters from Gulrajani [2017] , except with pixelnorm instead of batchnorm in the discriminator only, and noise added to the discriminator's input at training time.
3 Experiment 2 uses another different loss function. Experiment 3 uses the same architecture but a different loss function. Experiments 4-cond and 5-cond use class-conditional architectures. The discriminators in these architectures require a label as auxiliary information, which is not available for arbitrary generated samples, and so only the generators from these models are eligible to participate in the tournament. Experiment 6-auto is not a GAN, but rather an autoregressive model, which also participates only as a generator. We include only a single saved snapshot of 6-auto, not a full learning curve trajectory.
We include 20 saved checkpoints of discriminators and generators from each GAN experiment, a single snapshot of 6-auto, and a generator player that produces batches of real data as a benchmark. We sample slightly more checkpoints from earlier iterations, in order to provide more granular estimation in the region where performance is changing more rapidly. We run all pairwise matches Figure 3 : Multiple-trajectory tournament outcomes. We run a tournament containing SVHN generator and discriminator snapshots from models with different seeds, hyperparameters, and architectures (described in Section 4.2). We evaluate them using SVHN classifier score (left), SVHN Fréchet distance (center), and our skill rating method (right; see Section 3.2). Each point represents the score of one iteration of one model. The overall trajectories show the improvement of each model with increasing training. Note the inverted y-axis on the Fréchet distance plot, such that lower distance (better quality) is plotted higher on the plot. The score of real data samples is shown as a black line. The score of 6-auto is evaluted from a single snapshot, rather than a full training curve, and is shown as a grey line. The learning curves produced by skill rating broadly agree with those produced by Fréchet distance, and disagree with classifier score only in the case of the conditional models 4-cond and 5-cond -we speculate about this discrepancy in Section 4.2. betweeen these players. We do not correct for the fact that the discriminators from 4-cond, 5-cond, and 6-auto cannot participate in the tournament. Figure 3 shows skill rating, classifier score, and Fréchet distance trajectories from the tournament of all the above players. Figure 4 shows samples and scores from the final trained models. Win rate heatmaps (similar to Figure 1a -left) can be found in Appendix A. We note first a difference in the ranking of conditional architectures. Our method ranks 5-cond as the highest-quality model, but not as high-quality as real data. Classifier score ranks 5-cond even higher than real data. Fréchet distance ranks 5-cond as lower-quality than both 4-cond and 1. In our anecdotal judgment, we believe that our method's ranking agrees most with our subjective visual assessment of sample quality.
Secondly, we consider the ranking of 6-auto. These samples were not produced by a GAN, and have different strengths and weaknesses than GAN samples. We were interested to know whether GAN discriminators can correctly evaluate samples that were produced by an entirely different generative approach. Our method agrees with Fréchet distance in the ranking of these samples, whereas classifier score ranks them beneath 2 and 3. In our anecdotal judgment, either of these rankings could be considered correct: 6-auto is more likely to produce blurry samples, whereas 2 and 3 are more likely to produce wobbly samples; all produce a similar proportion of clear, recognizable samples. We conclude that our method assigns unfamiliar samples a rank ordering that broadly agrees with subjective human judgment in this case.
Finally, we note that our method has ranked real data quite closely to the top-ranking models. This compression of ratings was not seen in previous experiments (see Appendix C). Our current speculation is that the discriminators here are less discerning overall than the discriminators from our earlier experiments, and so are more fooled by the best generated samples. We acknowledge that, depending on the tournament population, discriminators may not accurately judge just how much better the real data is than the generated samples, even though the final ranking is correct here.
Toy problem: evaluating near-perfect generators
For complex real-world datasets, generative models do not currently succeed at learning the target data distribution perfectly. However, for simpler datasets, it is possible for the generator to attain near-perfect performance, in which case the discriminator's output from that point onward becomes effectively unconstrained. To verify that tournament-based evaluation can be applied even in such settings, we experimented with a toy task that is easy for the generator to solve: modeling a Gaussian Under each set of samples, we list the Glicko2 skill rating (SR), SVHN classifier score (CS), and SVHN Fréchet distance (FD) of the model. Our skill rating system ranks experiment 5-cond as being slightly worse than real data and slightly better than runner-ups 4-cond and 1, whereas classifier score ranks 5-cond better than real data, and Fréchet distance ranks 5-cond worse than both 4-cond and 1. Our system's rankings agree with Fréchet distance in all other cases. distribution with a full covariance matrix. In this case, we found that once the generator has mastered the task, discriminators from that iteration onwards no longer produce useful judgments (Figure 5a ). We resolved this problem by evaluating the generator from the ordinary model against the discriminator from a Chekhov GAN [Grnarova et al., 2017] rather than against its own discriminator. Chekhov GANs train each player against several past versions of their opponent (we use 10 past opponents, selected with reservoir sampling). We found empirically that Chekhov GAN discriminators retained their ability to judge past generators' samples even after the generator they trained with achieved nearly-perfect performance (Figure 5b ). The resulting skill ratings from matches against the Chekhov GAN discriminator were a better fit to the ground truth performance of the generator than those from the within-trajectory matches (Figure 5c ). This experiment shows that difficulties applying skill rating can arise in some cases, and so blind trust in the method is not warranted. However, our experience in this case also suggests that difficulties can be resolved with attention to the pattern of match outcomes. If specific anomalies are observed, they can be remedied by thoughtfully selecting discriminators designed to address the problem. In this case, no modification was required to the discriminators used at training-time; all that was needed was to include discriminators in the evaluation set that were designed to avoid catastrophic forgetting. Full details of the toy task and the GAN architectures are specified in Appendix D.2.
Future work
One direction in which to extend this work is in the specific format of the tournament. In this paper, games are played over single samples, so generators that suffer from low diversity can perform well in these tournaments, but this could be resolved with tournaments that involve games played at the batch level. We also use a binary threshold, counting a "win" for the generator if the discriminator (a) Ordinary GAN generator vs. own discriminator (b) Ordinary generator vs. Chekhov discriminator (c) Skill rating for ordinary-vs-self and ordinary-vs-Chekhov, compared to "ground truth" performance Figure 5 : Evaluating a near-perfect generator on a toy problem. We train an ordinary GAN to model a Gaussian distribution with a full covariance matrix. Generators from iteration 8000 onwards have mastered this task. Discriminators from iteration 8000 onwards no longer produce useful judgments (Figure 5a ). Chekhov GAN discriminators beyond iteration 8000 retain their ability to judge past generators' samples (Figure 5b ). Figure 5c compares skill ratings from these discriminators with the ground truth performance of the ordinary generator, measured as the mean absolute difference between the generator's estimated covariance matrix and that of the data. Skill ratings against the Chekhov discriminator were a better fit to the ground truth than those from within-trajectory matches.
rates a generated sample as real with D(x) ≥ 0.5, but we could experiment with alternate ways of using the discriminator's output.
We note that the discriminators in these tournaments are designed to rate a given sample as "real" or "fake" depending on which distribution it is comparatively more similar to, even if it is highly dissimilar to both distributions. There is no particular constraint that would necessarily lead previouslyunseen data to be labeled as "fake". Future work might investigate using moment-matching discriminators for tournament-based evaluation, after configured them to use "distance from real data in feature-space" when making judgments. Asymmetrically privileging the real data distribution at evaluation-time could help the discriminators reject unfamiliar generated samples more effectively. In Appendix B we show some exploratory analyses of skill rating's performance on distorted real samples: one might expect distance-based discriminators to be more likely to give monotonically lower ratings to progressively greater levels of distortion than the discriminators used here.
We show in Section 4.1 that it is possible to skill rate all n players in a tournament without needing to run n 2 matches, but we do not yet undertake a full exploration of how to determine which matches may be omitted. In Section 2 we note that reproducing scores requires reproducing the population of models used in the tournament: specifically, rating a new model against published skill ratings and models from an N -model tournament could require as many as 2N more matches to be run
..G N ; the existing matches do not need to be re-run, even if the match outcomes have been lost, because the numerical skill ratings contain the necessary information). However, this number is likely to be smaller in practice, just as a new chess player need not play every other chess player in the world to get an accurate rating; this remains to be fully demonstrated. In general, a more rigorous comparison of the computational complexity of our method as compared with others would be useful for determining the strengths and weaknesses of different evaluation methods.
Finally, we note that human judges are eligible to play as discriminators, and could participate to receive a skill rating. This might allow human perceptual evaluation to be incorporated into the evaluation of generative models in a more nuanced fashion, by taking into account the variation in judgment among human raters (See Section 2).
As we mention in Section 2, we provide empirical evidence that GAN discriminators can successfully judge samples from generators other than the one they trained against, but a full exploration of when this behavior can be expected remains an open question.
A Appendix: Raw win rate matrices
In Figure 6 we show full win rate heatmaps (similar to Figure 1a -left) for the tournament described in Section 4.2.
B Appendix: Evaluation on distorted samples
We undertake an analysis of skill rating's performance on distorted samples. We skill rate SVHN images to which the following categories of distortion have been applied: Gaussian noise, salt-andpepper noise, Gaussian blur, black rectangles, darkening, and lightening. (See [Heusel et al., 2017] for an evaluation of Fréchet Inception Distance under similar distortions). The set of discriminators consists of experiments 1, 3, and 2.
One motivation for this analysis is to explore an observation which we make in Section 5: namely, a GAN discriminator which is presented with a previously-unseen sample that looks nothing like the "real" samples it has seen, nor anything like the "fake" samples it has seen, does not have any particular incentive to label it as one or the other. We were interested to see whether images derived by distorting real samples might even be rated as "realer than real".
We make the following observations (see Figure 7 ):
1. Skill rating is reasonably sensitive to lightening the image, and yet more sensitive to darkening the image, with lower scores at higher levels of distortion.
2. Skill rating is not very sensitive to gaussian blur. We hypothesize this is because SVHN samples are often blurry, so failure to reject real samples that have been blurred is not an error.
3. Gaussian noise and salt-and-pepper noise are rated poorly by the discriminators in this set at all distortion levels, although the curve is U-shaped, with the right-hand edge of the curve possibly seeming to flatten out. We hypothesize that discriminators have learned to be highly sensitive to this specific artifact because it emerges in the GAN training process: samples produced by generators early in training often appear to have high-frequency noise. We do not have a clear hypothesis at this time as to why medium levels of noise are given lower scores than high levels.
4. When a few small rectangles have been added to the image, the samples are scored as somewhat worse than real samples, but when much or even all of the image has been covered up by rectangles, the samples are penalized only slightly more than the lightened samples, which appear much less distorted at the same "severity level". We do not have a clear explanation for this, and speculate tentatively that this might be because sharp edges, like the transitions from the background to the black rectangles, are more typical of real samples than fake samples.
C Appendix: Results with batchnorm discriminators
As we mention in Section 4.2, we removed batchnorm from the discriminators and replaced it with pixelnorm, out of concern that our results would otherwise be hard to interpret. In an earlier version of these experiments, we kept batchnorm in the discriminators, and left them in "training mode" for the skill rating procedure -that is to say, rather than switching to use saved moving-average statistics, the discriminator continued to use the statistics of the incoming batch. We also did not add noise to the discriminator's input at training time in these experiments. We present those results here for the sake of interest. Figure 8 presents an alternate version of the within-trajectory heatmaps and scores in Figure 1 . Figure 10 presents an alternate version of the multi-experiment comparison scores in Figure 3 . Note that real data has been given a substantially higher rating than the best generated data in this experiment, whereas real data was rated much more closely to the best generated data in the pixelnorm experiments. Figure 11 presents full multi-experiment win rate heatmaps, as in Figure 6 . Figure 12 presents the samples from the batchnorm discriminator experiments. Evaluation of skill rating on distorted samples. We use the discriminators from experiments 1, 3, and 2 to skill rate SVHN samples which have been distorted using six different distortion procedures, at nine different strengths/severities of distortion. At center, each row of samples shows distortion strength level 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 of a given transform, with the name of the transform and its corresponding graph legend at the right. "Real data" is the batch of data which has been transformed, and "original" is another different batch of real data. The skill rating procedure is not very sensitive to gaussian blur. It is reasonably sensitive to lightening the image, and yet more sensitive to darkening the image, with lower scores at higher levels of distortion. The response to gaussian noise and salt-and-pepper noise is U-shaped, and the sensitivity to these types of noise is extremely high: lowand medium-distortion levels are given extremely poor skill ratings, whereas high distortion levels are given slightly less poor but still abysmal ratings. Images to which black rectangles have been added also show a different pattern: they are given the lowest rating at the smallest distortion level, when few small rectangles have been added, and are not penalized very strongly when much or all of the image has been covered up by rectangles D Appendix: Architectures D.1 SVHN task training procedure, model architectures, and hyperparameters
Our SVHN GANs described in Section 4.2 are based off the DCGAN architecture, loss function, and hyperparameters from Gulrajani [2017] , with small modifications. To all GANs, we add noise to the generated and real samples at training time (standard deviation of 0.2), and we substitute pixelnorm instead of batchnorm in the discriminator only (with an epsilon of 1e − 5) [Karras et al., 2017] . Experiment 1 is an otherwise-unmodified ordinary DCGAN. Experiment 3 is a Wasserstein GAN [Gulrajani, 2017] . Experiment 2 is a feature-matching GAN [Salimans et al., 2016] . Experiment 4-cond is a conditional GAN in which the label information is concatenated into the input to both generator and discriminator as an additional dimension. Experiment 5-cond is a conditional GAN in which the discriminator makes an 11-way judgment: 10 real classes or "fake". All GAN models were trained for 200,000 steps with a learning rate of 0.0002 on both the generator and the discriminator. Experiment 6-auto is a PixelCNN++ [Salimans et al., 2017] , trained using the code from https://github.com/openai/pixel-cnn, modified only to accept SVHN in place of CIFAR10.
We made no attempt to tune each model for its best possible performance, as it was advantageous for our purposes to allow sample quality to vary. As we emphasize in Section 4.2, our method is intended to compare the outcomes of individual experiments; we explicitly discourage an interpretation that we are comparing general algorithms.
Raw code for GAN architectures All SVHN DCGAN variants used the architecture and hyperparameters described in the tensorflow code below. The different variants are defined by the flags in the code. Figure 6 , but with batchnorm in the discriminators. Note the substantially darker heatmaps than those in Figure 6 , indicating a lower overall generator win rate with the batchnorm discriminators than with the pixelnorm discriminators in these experiments. We believe this darker pattern is indicative of experiments without noise added to the discriminator input, rather than a property that separates batchnorm from pixelnorm.
(a) Real data samples SR=1738 CS=8.09 For the "Gaussian Toy" task, we trained a small GAN (consisting of an MLP generator and an MLP discriminator with architectures described below) to estimate a 50-dimensional Gaussian. We additionally trained a separate Chekhov GAN. We show here the verbatim code from the Chekhov version. The vanilla toy GAN uses exactly the same architecture and training process, but without any past generators or discriminators.
Chekhov toy architecture
class ChekhovToy(object): """A toy Chekhov GAN which estimates a dim-dimensional Gaussian""" def __init__(self, data_dir=DATA_DIR, batch_size=BATCH_SIZE, dim=DIM, np_seed=NP_RNG_SEED, tf_seed=TF_RNG_SEED, deterministic=False, queue_size=1, queue_spacing=1000, reservoir=False): self.data_dir = data_dir self.batch_size = batch_size self.dim = dim self.queue_size = queue_size self.queue_spacing = queue_spacing self.reservoir = reservoir self.graph = tf.Graph() 
